Abstract The internet is an important source of medical knowledge for everyone, from laypeople to medical professionals. We investigate how these two extremes, in terms of user groups, have distinct needs and exhibit significantly different search behaviour. We make use of query logs in order to study various aspects of these two kinds of users. The logs from America Online, Health on the Net, Turning Research Into Practice and American Roentgen Ray Society (ARRS) GoldMiner were divided into three sets: (1) laypeople, (2) medical professionals (such as physicians or nurses) searching for health content and (3) users not seeking health advice. Several analyses are made focusing on discovering how users search and what they are most interested in. One possible outcome of our analysis is a classifier to infer user expertise, which was built. We show the results and analyse the feature set used to infer expertise. We conclude that medical experts are more persistent, interacting more with the search engine. Also, our study reveals that, conversely to what is stated in much of the literature, the main focus of users, both laypeople and professionals, is on disease rather than symptoms. The results of this article, especially through the classifier built, could be used to detect specific user groups and then adapt search results to the user group.
Introduction
Among all topics available on the internet, medicine is one of the most important in terms of impact on the user and one of the most frequently searched. A recent report states that one in three American adult Internet users have sought out health advice online to diagnose a medical condition (Fox and Duggan 2013) . This tendency is the same in Europe, where a recent report from the European Commission estimates that 60 % of the population have used the Internet to search for health-related information in 2014 (Eurobarometer 2014) , with numbers even higher in several member states. Both reports show that the most common tasks performed are either searching for general information on health-related topics, such as diet, pregnancy and exercise, or searching for information on specific injuries or diseases. They also found that mostly the search starts in a search engine and young users are more likely to search for this kind of information.
Physicians are also very active Internet users (Kritz et al. 2013) . PubMed which indexes the biomedical literature reports more than one hundred million users (Dogan et al. 2009 ), where two-thirds are experts (Lacroix and Mehnert 2002) . Nevertheless, studies on how experts search on the Internet for medical content are relatively rare (Younger 2010) .
We divide the users of medical search engines into laypeople and experts, where laypeople are considered to be searchers that do not have a deep knowledge about the medical topic being searched, and experts do have a deep knowledge about the medical topic being searched. Our assumption is that laypeople wish to see more introductory material returned as search results, whereas experts wish to see detailed scientific material returned as search results. At first glance, this could easily be interpreted as a division into patients and medically-trained professionals. Nevertheless, it often occurs that a patient or patient's relatives become experts on a disease or condition affecting themselves or a family member, sometimes becoming more knowledgeable in a narrow domain than medically-trained professionals. There is also the case of a medical professional searching in a medical topic outside of his/her main expertise (e.g., a cardiac surgeon looking for information on a skin disease), where the information need may be initially satisfied by less scientific documents, although likely not very basic documents due to the medical background. For these reasons, we specifically avoid defining medical professional and patient classes.
Distinguishing laypeople and experts can significantly improve their interactions with the search engine Palotti et al. 2014a ). Currently, users may get different results for their queries if they are in different locations, but not if they have different levels of expertise. We make the assumption that it is possible to distinguish the level of expertise of the searcher based on the vocabulary used and the search style. While it would be realistic to represent a continuum of expertise levels, we define two classes (laypeople and experts) in this study, allowing us to investigate the most relevant differences between the classes.
Recently, many studies showed successful cases of exploring the user's expertise, in particular for general search engines Schwarz and Morris 2011; Collins-Thompson et al. 2011 ). Schwarz and Morris (2011) show that the popularity of a webpage among experts is a crucial feature to help laypeople identify credible websites. Collins-Thompson et al. (2011) discuss that re-ranking general search engine results to match the user's skills of readability can provide significant gains, however estimating user profiles is a non-trivial task and needs to be further explored.
This study investigates how users search for medical content, building profiles for experts and laypeople. Understanding the needs of these two distinct groups is important for designing search engines, whether it is used for boosting easy-to-read documents or for suggesting queries to match the search expertise. Additionally, whenever it is possible, we also compare search for medical information with regular search for other topics.
This work is conducted through the analysis of user interactions logged by search engines. Log analysis is unobtrusive and captures the user behaviour in a natural setting (Jansen et al. 2008) . We used Metamap, 1 which is the state-of-the-art tool to recognise and map biomedical text to its corresponding medical concepts, to provide a richer set of information for each query. Little is known in the literature on how to identify medical concepts in short Web queries, therefore we also evaluated Metamap for this task.
In particular, this work addresses the following questions:
1. How suitable is MetaMap for analysing short queries? 2. Which characteristics allow laypeople and experts to be distinguished based on (a) How they search in medical content? (b) What they search for in medical content?
3. To what extent do these characteristics match or disagree with those identified in other published studies? 4. What are the most useful features to automatically infer user expertise through the query logs?
In our analysis, we use health related queries from the America Online (AOL) query log, as well as the Health on the Net (HON) search engine log to represent the logs generated to a significant extent by laypeople. Medical professionals also use general search engines to seek health content, however their queries are drowned in the laypeople queries. , for example, hypothesise that search leading to PubMed was made by experts. Using this hypothesis, only 0.004 % of the whole AOL log was issued by medical professionals (also referred to as experts). Besides the fact that PubMed is more frequently used in a research environment rather than in a clinical environment (Kritz et al. 2013) , it is also frequently visited by laypeople (Lacroix and Mehnert 2002) . Therefore, we use the logs from the evidence-based search engine TRIP Database and the radiology image search engine American Roentgen Ray Society (ARRS) GoldMiner to represent queries entered by physicians usually when facing a practical problem.
Several analyses are presented: from general statistics of the logs to complex inference on what is the search focus in each individual search session. We contrast our results with others from the literature and provide our interpretation for each phenomenon found.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review and positions our work with respect to other articles in the literature. In Sect. 3, we describe the datasets used and the preprocessing steps applied. In Sect. 4 we present and evaluate MetaMap, the tool used to enrich the information contained in the query logs. We start our analysis in Sect. 5, where we examine the general user behaviour and the most popular queries, terms and topics searched. In Sect. 6, we introduce the concept of search session into our analysis. In Sect. 7, we present a Random Forest classifier to infer user expertise and analyse the feature's importance. Section 8 presents our findings and limitations. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 9.
Related work
As soon as modern search engines appeared, the first studies on query logs started (Jansen et al. 1998; Silverstein et al. 1999) . Jansen et al. (1998) and Silverstein et al. (1999) analysed the logs from Excite and Altavista respectively, popular search engines at that time. Both articles point out some important results such as the fact that the vast majority of users issue only one single query and rarely access any result page beyond the first one.
The most recent general search engine to disclose query logs to researchers was America Online (AOL) in 2006 (Pass et al. 2006) . The AOL data were afterwards used in various studies, such as Brenes and Gayo-Avello (2009) , which provides methods to group users and their intents, and Duarte Torres et al. (2010) , who analyse queries targeting children's content. In this work, we compare the analysis made in the literature for general search engines (Jansen et al. 1998; Silverstein et al. 1999 ) with medical domain search engines, and we adopt a method similar to Duarte Torres et al. (2010) to divide the AOL logs into queries related or not to health. It is important to mention that the AOL log had known privacy problems in the past, resulting in some users being identified even though the logs were supposedly anonymised. Despite this problem, we opt to use this dataset for several reasons. One reason is that it can be freely downloaded, as well as the code used for all the experiments of this paper, making the experiments reproducible.
2 Another reason is that studies of how medical annotation tools such as MetaMap perform in the wild are not well known. Finally, in the absence of a more recent large search engine query log we consider that the AOL logs are still the best choice for researchers in academia. A complete reference of the previous 20 years of research on log analysis and its applications is well described by Silvestri (2010) .
There are a number of studies analysing query logs in the medical domain. We highlight here some important work for this research, including work based on general search engines (Spink et al. 2004; Cartright et al. 2011; White and Horvitz 2012) , as well as specialised ones (Herskovic et al. 2007; Dogan et al. 2009; Tsikrika and Müller 2012; Meats et al. 2007; Zhang 2014) . We also highlight some important work on user expertise and behaviour. Figure 1 depicts each one of these areas, including relevant work on general search for non-health-related content. For a matter of organisation, we divide the rest of this section into three parts, one for each topic. As shown in Fig. 1 , some papers may be relevant to more than one topic.
General search engines
We describe here studies on health-related query logs in general search engines, starting with Spink et al. (2004) , who studied medical queries issued in 2001 in Excite and AlltheWeb.com. They showed that medical web search was decreasing since 1999, suggesting that users were gradually shifting from general-purpose search engines to specialised sites for health-related queries. Also, they found that health-related queries were equivalent in length, complexity and lack of reformulation to general web searching.
More recently, Horvitz (2009), White and Horvitz (2012) studied how users start looking for a simple symptom and end up searching for a serious disease, a phenomenon they named cyberchondria. They used the logs of the Windows Live Toolbar to obtain their data and list of keywords to annotate symptoms and diseases in queries, while we used the US National Library of Medicine MetaMap to do the same. Similar to our work, they define user sessions as a series of queries followed by a period of user inactivity of more than 30 min and they made use of the Open Directory Project (ODP) hierarchy to identify medical sessions.
Another important work is Cartright et al. (2011) . The authors presented a log-based study of user behaviour when searching for health information online. The authors classified user queries into three classes: symptoms, causes and remedy. They analysed the change of search focus along a session, and showed that it is possible to build a classifier to predict what is the next focus of a user in a session. We decided to use the same classes in order to make our study comparable, however we used the semantic annotator of MetaMap instead of hand coded rules.
Not studying the query logs, but the ranking lists of major general search engines, Wang et al. (2012) compared the results of Google, Yahoo!, Bing, and Ask.com for one single query breast cancer. Among their conclusions is the fact that results provided rich information and highly overlapped between the search engines. The overlap between any (2016) 19:189-224 193 two search engines was about half or more. Another work that compares a large number of search engines is Jansen and Spink (2006) , in which nine search engines with logs varying from 1997 to 2002 were used. Nevertheless, the latter did not focus on medical queries.
Expertise and search engines
One of the first studies to report how expertise influences the process of search dates from the 1990s. In this work, Hsieh-Yee (1993) reported that experienced library science students could use more thesauri, synonymous terms, combinations of search terms and spend less time monitoring their searches than novices. Later, Bhavnani (2002) studied search expertise in the medical and shopping domains. He reported that experts in a topic can easily solve the task given even without using a search engine, because they already knew which website was better adapted to fill their needs. Bhavnani also reported that experts started their search by using websites such as MedlinePlus, 3 instead of a major search engine, while laypeople started with Google. showed a log-based analysis of expertise in four different domains (medicine, finance, law, and computer science), developing an expertise classifier based on their analysis. Apart from showing that it is possible to predict user expertise based on their behaviour, they showed that experts have a higher success rate only in their domain of expertise, with success in a session being defined as a clicked URL as the final event in a session. Therefore, an expert in finance would have a comparable or worse success rate in medicine than a non-expert. An important difference between our work and White's work is the approach used to separate experts from non-experts. They assume that search leading to PubMed was made by medical experts and search leading to ACM Digital library (ACM-DL) 4 was made by computer science experts. In the medical domain this is a weak premise for two reasons: (1) it is estimated that one-third of PubMed users are laypeople (Lacroix and Mehnert 2002) , (2) PubMed is more important for medical researchers than practitioners (Kritz et al. 2013) . Tracing a parallel between medicine and computer science, a general practitioner would be like a software developer that does not necessarily need to consult the ACM-DL (the correspondent for PubMed) to perform his/her work. One could manually expand the list of expert sites to include, for example, StackOverflow 5 or an API website for experts in CS and treatment guidelines or drug information sites for medicine but it would be a laborious task and unstable over time. Hence, to cope with this challenge, we use the logs of different search engines made for distinct audiences.
An important user study was conducted by Wildemuth (2004) . He evaluated how the search tactics of microbiology students changed over an academic year, while the students' topic knowledge was increasing. The students were asked questions about the topic at three different times: before starting the course, when finishing the course, and 6 months after the course. As their expertise increased, the users were able to perform a better term selection for search, being more effective. The most common pattern used across all three occasions was the narrowing of the retrieved result set through the addition of search concepts, while at the beginning users were less effective in the selection of concepts to include in the search and more errors were made in the reformulation of a query. Later, Duggan and Payne (2008) user knowledge of a topic can influence the probability of a user answering factual questions, finding that experts detect unfruitful search paths faster than non-experts.
Recently, there have been a few user studies in user expertise prediction. For example, Zhang et al. (2011) and Cole et al. (2013) are based on TREC Genomics data. The former employed a regression model to match user self-rated expertise and high level user behaviour features such as the mean time analysing a document and the number of documents viewed. They found that the user's domain knowledge could be indicated by the number of documents saved, the user's average query length, and the average rank position of opened documents. Their model, however, needs to be further investigated because the data was limited, collected in a controlled experiment, and from only one domain. Similarly, but using only eye movement patterns as features, the latter conducted a user study instead of log analysis and employed a linear model and random forests to infer the user expertise level. Their main contribution is demonstrating that models to infer a user's level of domain knowledge without processing the content of queries or documents is possible, however they only performed one single experiment and in one single domain.
Medical-specialised search engines
For specialised medical search engines, Herskovic et al. (2007) analysed an arbitrary day in PubMed, the largest biomedical database in the world. They concluded that PubMed may have a different usage profile than general web search engines. Their work showed that PubMed queries had a median of three terms, one more than what is reported for Excite and Altavista. Subsequently, Dogan et al. (2009) studied an entire month of PubMed log data. Their main finding comparing PubMed and general search engines was that PubMed users are less likely to select results when the result sets increase in size, users are more likely to reformulate queries and are more persistent in seeking information. Whenever possible, our analysis is compared with the statements made for PubMed. Meats et al. (2007) conducted an analysis on the 2004 and 2005 logs of the TRIP Database, together with a usability study with nine users. Their work concluded that most users used a single term and only 12 % of the search sessions utilised a Boolean operator, underutilising the search engine features. Tsikrika and Müller (2012) examined query logs from ARRS GoldMiner, a professional search engine for radiology images. They studied the process of query modification during a user session, aiming to guide the creation of realistic search tasks for the ImageCLEFmed benchmark. Meats used 620,000 queries and Tsikrika only 25,000, while we use nearly three and nine times more queries from TRIP and GoldMiner, respectively, allowing us to perform a deeper analysis. Zhang (2014) analysed how 19 students solved 12 tasks using MedlinePlus. The tasks were created based on questions from the health section of Yahoo! Answers. Although the log analysis made is very limited due to the artificial scenario created and the small number of users, Zhang could investigate browsing strategies used by users (amount of time searching and/or browsing MedlinePlus) and the users' experience with MedlinePlus (usability, usefulness of the content, interface design) through questionnaires and recording the users performing the tasks. Our study is limited to only the query logs, however a large analysis is made for different websites and the user behaviour is captured in a very natural setting.
This work
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , this work closes a gap. It studies both general and specialised search engines, as well as taking into consideration different user expertise levels. Throughout the rest of this work, we compare our methodology and results with the studies cited in this section.
Datasets and pre-processing steps
In this section, we describe the datasets used in this study and the preprocessing steps applied to them.
Sorting the data by expertise level
We make the assumption that experts and laypeople are more likely to use different search engines to satisfy their information needs. Therefore we assume that almost all queries entered into a particular search engine are entered by only one of the two classes of users under consideration. This assumption is justified as we are using search logs from search engines clearly aimed at users of specific expertise. This assumption is also more inclusive than another assumption that has been used to separate medical experts from laypeople: that only searches leading to PubMed were made by medical experts . As discussed in Palotti et al. (2014a) , this assumption would only tend to detect medical researchers, as medical practitioners make less use of PubMed (Kritz et al. 2013 ). We do not take into account that many users are in between laypeople and experts as levels can vary.
On one extreme, we have AOL laypeople users. There might be a few medical experts using AOL, but their queries are drowned in the laypeople queries. Also focused on patients, HON is a search engine for laypeople searching for reliable health information. The main target audience is laypeople concerned about the reliability of the information they access. On the other extreme, mainly targeting physicians looking for medical evidence, the TRIP database can also be accessed by patients but these few patients might be already considered specialists on their diseases. Finally, the GoldMiner search engine is made by radiologists and for radiologists, patients have practically no use for this kind of information, but a variety of physicians might access the system. We position each dataset on an expertise axis in Fig. 2 , to help understanding how each dataset relates to each other. 
Data
Four query logs from search engines taking free text queries were divided into five datasets in our analysis: two focused on laypeople queries, two made up of queries from medical professionals and one consisted of queries not related to health or medical information.
The query logs that are assumed to consist almost completely of queries submitted by laypeople were obtained from medical-related search in America Online's search service (Pass et al. 2006) 6 and from the Health on the Net Foundation website (HON 7 ). The AOL logs were obtained from March to May 2006. We divided them into two nonoverlapping sets: AOL-Medical and AOL-NotMedical. For this purpose, the clickthrough information available in the AOL data was used. A common approach to decide what the topic of a URL is, is checking if it is listed in the Open Directory Project (ODP) 8 (Cartright et al. 2011; Collins-Thompson et al. 2011; Duarte Torres et al. 2010; White and Horvitz 2012) . For the clicked URLs that are not present in ODP, some researchers use supervised learning to automatically classify them (CollinsThompson et al. 2011; White and Horvitz 2012) . However, it is very important to note that this approach cannot be used here, as 47 % of the AOL log entries lack the clicked URL information.
Alternative approaches can be designed. One is to keep only queries in which the clicked URL is found in ODP, excluding all the rest. Although valid, this approach results in removing 73 % of all queries, as only 27 % of the queries had a clicked URL found in ODP. This has a strong impact in the behaviour analysis, such as a strong reduction in the number of queries per session. Another possibility is doing as in Cartright's work (Cartright et al. 2011) , in which a list of symptoms was used to filter sessions on health information. However this approach creates a strong bias when analysing what users are searching for, as it certainly results in a dataset in which everyone searches for symptoms.
Our solution is based on user sessions-this approach is not as restricted as when analysing single queries and does not suffer from the bias of filtering by keywords. First we divide the query log into user sessions, continuous queries from the same user followed by an inactivity period exceeding 30 min. After this, we attribute one of the following labels for each clicked URL, if any: (1) Medical, (2) Not Medical, or (3) Not Found. This depends on whether the URL is (1) found in any Medical category listed in Table 1 ; (2) found in any other category: News, Arts, Games, Health/Animals, Health/Beauty, etc; or (3) not found in either of these. Last, we assign to the whole session the Medical label only if the proportion of URLs on Medical information is greater than a threshold t. Medical search sessions classified this way are attributed to the set AOL-Medical, while the rest goes to the AOL-NotMedical set. Figure 3 illustrates the session assignment procedure. For the experiments performed in this work, we use t ¼ 0:5. This value is a fair trade-off between two extremes: considering an entire session as being on medical information because one single URL on medical information was clicked (see second part of Fig. 3 ), and considering an entire session as being on medical information only if all the known clicked links are on medical information (see the first part of Fig. 3 ).
For the first part of Fig. 3 , it is important to note that the first query could be considered to belong to another session, as the user intent might be different from the rest of the session. The second and third queries, drug names that are clearly for medical content, were not used to calculate whether the session was on medical information or not, as their clicked URLs were not found in ODP. After the label estimation is done, all the queries of a session are assigned to the same class, therefore all six queries in S i are assigned to AOLMedical.
While only 27 % of the queries have their URLs found in ODP, using the session approach described above allows us to have 50 % of all sessions with at least one URL found in ODP. Altogether, 68 % of all AOL queries were evaluated, as they belong to sessions that had at least one clicked URL in ODP. A more accurate way to define sessions is a field of research by itself (He and & Göker 2000; Jones and Klinkner 2008; GayoAvello 2009 ) and it is not the goal of this work.
The HON dataset is composed of anonymous logs ranging from December 2011 to August 2013. This non-governmental organisation is responsible for the HONcode, a certification of quality given to websites fulfilling a pre-defined list of criteria (Boyer et al. 2011) . HON provides a search engine to facilitate the access to the certified sites. Although the majority of the queries are issued in English, the use of French or Spanish is frequent. Aiming to reduce noise, every query in the HON dataset was re-issued in a commercial search engine and the snippets of the top 10 results were used as input for an automatic language detection tool (Lui and Baldwin 2012) , which presented a precision of 94 % in filtering English queries.
As expert datasets, we use the logs from the Turning Research Into Practice (TRIP) database 9 and ARRS GoldMiner. 10 The former is a search engine indexing more than 80,000 documents and covering 150 manually selected health resources such as MEDLINE and the Cochrane Library. Its intent is to allow easy access to online evidence-based material for physicians (Meats et al. 2007 ). The logs contain queries of 279,280 anonymous users from January 2011 to August 2012. GoldMiner consists of logs from an image search engine that provides access to more than 300,000 radiology images based on text queries of text associated with the images. Although the usage of an image search engine is slightly different from document search, previous work in the literature (Tsikrika and Müller 2012; Hollink et al. 2011) showed that the user search behaviour is similar. We had access to more than 200,000 queries with last logged query being issued in January 2012. Due to a confidentiality agreement, we cannot reveal the start date of this collection. The GoldMiner search engine is interesting because its users are so specialised and it therefore represents the particular case of catering to experts in a narrower domain inside medicine. As GoldMiner is so specialised, the number of laypeople using it is likely small. It is therefore a good example of the extreme specialisation end of the expert continuum, allowing the effects of this specialisation on the vocabulary and search behaviour of the users to be found.
Pre-processing log files
The first challenge dealing with different sources of logs is normalising them. Unfortunately, there is clickthrough URL information available only for the AOL and HON datasets, limiting a detailed click analysis. Therefore, we focus on a query content analysis, using only the intersection of all possible fields: (1) timestamp, (2) anonymous user identification, and (3) keywords. Neither stop word removal nor stemming were used.
Sessions were defined as follows. They begin with a query and continue with the subsequent queries from the same user until a period of inactivity of over 30 min is found. This approach for sessions, as well as the 30-min threshold, is widely used in the literature (Cartright et al. 2011; White and Horvitz 2012; Jones and Klinkner 2008) . We excluded extremely prolific users (over 100 queries in a single session), since they could represent ''bots'' rather than individuals.
Enriching the query logs with MetaMap
The US National Library of Medicine MetaMap was intensively used in this work to enrich the information contained in the query logs, adding annotations regarding the concepts searched in the queries. MetaMap is widely used to map biomedical text to the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus, a compendium of many controlled vocabularies in the biomedical sciences (Aronson 2001 ). This mapping can serve for different tasks, such as query expansion (Aronson and Rindflesch 1997; Goeuriot et al. 2014) , concept identification and indexing Névéol et al. 2009 ), question answering (Demner-Fushman et al. 2007 ), knowledge discovering (Weeber et al. 2000) , and more related to this work, enrich query logs to understand user goals (Herskovic et al. 2007; Dogan et al. 2009 ). To explain how mapping queries to UMLS can give us some insights about the user intent, we first have to explain what UMLS is and how MetaMap maps text to UMLS. We explain how the mapping works in the next section and we evaluate the mapping in Sect. 4.2.
MetaMap
A Metathesaurus can be defined as a very large, multi-purpose, and multi-lingual vocabulary resource that contains information about biomedical and health related concepts, their various names, and the relationships among them (NLM 2009). In its 2013 version, the UMLS Metathesaurus has more than one hundred different controlled vocabulary sources and a large amount of internal links, such as alternative names and views of the same concept.
The top part of Table 2 , showing concept C004238, is the original version of the classical UMLS example from NLM (2009). It illustrates how different atoms can have the same meaning. Atoms are the basic building blocks from which the Metathesaurus is constructed, containing the concept names or strings from each of the source vocabularies. The atoms shown are part of two vocabularies PSY (Psychological Index Terms), and MSH (Medical Subject Headings, MeSH), mapping different strings and terms to the same concept, C0004238, which states that atrial fibrillation is a pathological function. The other row of this table shows another concept, C1963067, mapped from the vocabulary NCI (National Cancer Institute), which states that atrial fibrillation can be an adverse event Note that each concept is associated to one single semantic meaning associated with the use of a medical treatment or procedure, although we do not know which medical treatment or procedure. The job of MetaMap is to map a biomedical text to its corresponding concept(s). MetaMap generates a candidate set for a piece of text, based on its internal parser and variant generation algorithm, which takes into account acronyms, synonyms, inflections and spelling variants of the text. Then, based on metrics such as centrality, variation, coverage and cohesiveness, MetaMap ranks each candidate (Aronson 2001) . Occasionally, more than one candidate may have the same score. We collect all the top candidate(s) and its (their) associated semantic type(s), shown in bold below the CUIs in Table 2 . In the running example, a text containing only 'atrial fibrillation' is mapped to both C0004238 and C1963067 with the same top score, and the types 'Pathologic Function' and 'Finding' are assigned to the query. To the best of our knowledge, MetaMap is the state of the art for mapping biomedical text to UMLS concepts.
An interesting way to capture the user intent is mapping the queries to a well known domain corpus. In this work we use the Medical Subject Headings, MeSH, as it is a rich and well structured hierarchy that has already been studied to examine user query logs (Herskovic et al. 2007 ), allowing us to compare the behaviour of the users studied here with PubMed users. The whole MeSH hierarchy contains more than 25,000 subject headings in the 2013 version, the one used in this work, containing 16 top categories such as 'Anatomy' and 'Diseases'. Figure 5 shows an example of the MeSH hierarchy with the first level of the disease branch expanded.
We use the approach of Herskovic et al. (2007) in this paper, mapping each query onto one or more MeSH terms with MetaMap. As shown in Fig. 4 , one query can be mapped to multiple MeSH identifiers. For example, the query 'atrial fibrillation' is mapped to both MeSH ids C14. 280.067.198 and C23.550.073.198 , both in the topmost Disease category (represented by the starting letter 'C' as show in Fig. 5 ). After the mapping to MeSH is done, we can easily have an overview regarding the subjects the users are more interested in. In this case we would conclude that this user is interested in diseases, as her/his only query maps only to category 'C', more specific in cardiovascular diseases, C14, and pathological conditions, C23.
After preprocessing, each query is converted into the following format: \timestamp, userID, query, semanticTypes, meshIDs[, where the timestamp, userID and query are originally query log fields, while meshIDs and semanticTypes are the set of semantic types and MeSH identifiers generated by MetaMap. These two fields are examined in details in Sects. 5.2.2 and 6.2. Figure 4 illustrates how the queries were enriched with the information provided by MetaMap and the final format.
Finally, it is important to mention that the queries were mapped to concepts in the UMLS 2013 AA USAbase Strict Data and no special behaviour parameter was used. We manually examined the behaviour for two important parameters: allowing acronyms/abbreviations (-a) and using the word sense disambiguation module (-y), and decided not to activate them. Our experiments show that activating the former parameter decreases the precision significantly for the sake of a small increase in recall, as MetaMap is already capable of matching some of the most frequently used abbreviations (HIV, HPV, AIDS, COPD). For the latter, we have an inverse scenario, where we had a small gain in precision but a larger loss in recall, as MetaMap always picks only one possibility when more than one concept is possible. It means that MetaMap would be forced to choose between concepts C0004238 and C1963067 of Table 2 , even when both are equally likely. The last important reason for not using any other parameter is that we want to compare our results with Herskovic et al. (2007) , in which no special option was used either. For the experiments shown in Sect. 5.2.2 we used the parameter (-R) to restrict MetaMap to use only MeSH as vocabulary source.
Evaluation of the mapping
As recently reported by MetaMap's authors Aronson and Lang (2010) , a direct evaluation of MetaMap against a manually constructed gold standard mapping to UMLS concepts has almost never been performed. Usually, indirect evaluations are made, where the effectiveness of a task is measured with and without MetaMap. For example, query expansion using the related concepts of a concept identified by MetaMap versus not using it. Here we Fig. 4 Two different user queries are enriched with information extracted with MetaMap. In the top part, the same example used in Table 2 is processed by MetaMap. In the bottom part, the query ''lung cancer treatment'' is more ambiguous and results in different mappings, such as Lung (Entire lung)/Cancer Treatment (Cancer Therapeutic Procedure) and Lung Cancer (Malignant neoplasm of lung)/Treatment (Therapeutic procedure) are interested in the few articles that evaluate the effectiveness of MetaMap, especially the ones focused on mapping user queries.
In 2003, Pratt and Yetisgen-Yildiz (2003) compared MetaMap mappings to UMLS with mappings made by six physicians and nurses. For the 151 concepts in their ground truth, MetaMap could match 81 concepts exactly, 60 partially and could not match only 10 concepts, of which 6 were not available in UMLS. In a scenario considering partial matches (e.g., mapping to 'angiomatosis' instead of 'leptomeningeal angiomatosis'), MetaMap had an F1 of 76 %. In another experiment in the same year, Denny et al. (2003) built a bigger gold standard dataset of 4281 concepts to evaluate MetaMap, reaching a precision of 78 %, recall of 85 % and F1 of 81 %.
More recently, Névéol et al. (2009) reported results on using MetaMap to detect disease concepts on both literature and query corpus. The results showed that MetaMap had a better effectiveness for long sentences (F1 of 76 %) than for short queries (F1 of 70 %), but they also pointed out that the average inter-annotator agreement of the three assessors for the query corpus was 73 %, showing that MetaMap results are not far from humans performing the same task. Using 1000 queries from partly the same datasets that are used here: AOL, HON and TRIP, Palotti et al. (2014b) also showed an F1 of 70 % for query mappings. Névéol et al. (2011) created an annotated set of 10,000 queries that were mapped to 16 categories, in a similar way to what is done in Sect. 6.2, where the semantic types produced by MetaMap are used to define our own categories. We used Névéol's dataset to calibrate our mappings for our 'Cause' and 'Remedy' categories (see Sect. 6.2), as well as to take decisions regarding MetaMap's parameters. We used the 'Disorder' category of Névéol as an equivalent of our 'Cause' category, and we combined 'Chemical and Drugs' (antibiotic, drug or any chemical substance), 'Gene, Proteins and Molecular Sequences' (name of a molecular sequence) and 'Medical Procedures' (activity involving diagnosis, or treatment) as the closed possible class of our 'Remedy' class. We could reach an F1 of 78 % for the 'Cause' category ðP ¼ 75 %; R ¼ 81 %Þ and 72 % for 'Remedy' ðP ¼ 70 %; R ¼ 73 %Þ. These figures are in line with what is known for MetaMap when mapping medical abstracts to concepts, encouraging us to use it for mapping short queries to concepts as well.
Using the mappings
In the following sections, we show how we exploit the mappings made by MetaMap to enrich query logs. In Sect. 5, we use the mappings to analyse individual queries, following a very similar approach carried out by Herskovic et al. (2007) , being able to compare our results for individual queries. Later, in Sect. 6, the focus is on the session level. An interesting work which we took as a basis for comparison is Cartright et al. (2011) , which defines three classes: symptoms, diseases and remedies. Note that we could group the MeSH hierarchy into these three classes, but we prefer to use the semantic types provided by MetaMap, as it is more intuitive and it was already done in the literature (for example Jadhav et al. 2014; Névéol et al. 2011; Palotti et al. 2014a, b) .
Individual query analysis
One goal of this section is to study how users search, based first on simple statistics to model their behaviour. Also, we start exploring the content of their queries, but considering all the queries without dividing into user sessions.
How users search
We start by showing a few simple but important statistics about the logs. The aim of this section is to understand the user behaviour through general statistics, as well as to show how each log is composed. In Table 3 we depict several metrics that are used to characterise user interactions, and compare their values to those in related studies. Duarte Torres et al. (2010) use AOL logs to study queries performed by kids. use a keyword-based method to filter domain specific queries and divide them into those issued by laypeople and those issued by experts. Their work also considers other types of queries, such as queries on computer science or financial information. We show only the data for the medical domain. Herskovic et al. (2007) and Dogan et al. (2009) analyse different periods of PubMed logs. For all datasets, ''N/A'' is used when the information is not available. The query logs from the related work shown in Table 3 belong to the same time period as the AOL logs. Query logs from HON, TRIP and GM are considerably newer than the others. Nevertheless, Table 3 shows that AOL-Medical and HON are very similar in many aspects, such as the average number of terms per query and the average time per session. The biggest difference between these two query logs was found for the average number of queries per session, however the difference is small if compared to any other datasets.
The average terms/characters per query can be an indicator of the complexity and difficulty of the users to express their information needs. We note that AOL-Medical and HON queries are shorter than TRIP queries, and that TRIP logs are similar to PubMed logs in terms of query length. White's work also found that expert queries are more complex than layperson queries.
The average number of queries per session and time per session, although considerably smaller than what was found by White's work, follow the same pattern, with TRIP data having longer sessions than HON and AOL-Medical. We could not find an explanation for so long queries in White et al. dataset. We show only the sessions made by experts and laypeople in the medical domain from White's work, but in their original paper they report that sessions are considerably smaller when the same set of people query in other domains: having a mean session length of less than five queries, and the mean time per session is never longer than 800 s.
We aggregate the log into two groups in Table 4 : laypeople and experts, making the comparison of our datasets with the literature possible. As done by , we use Cohen's d to determine the effect size of each variable between each pair of groups. We randomly sampled 45,000 users from TRIP and merged them with the 45,090 users from GoldMiner, making all datasets have a comparable number of users. Cohen's d is a useful metric for meta-analysis (Cohen 1988 ) that uses the means and standard deviations of each measurement to calculate how significant a difference is. Although there are controversies about what is a ''small'', ''medium'' or ''large'' effect size, a recommended procedure is to define a Cohen's d effect size of 0.2 or 0.3 as a ''small'' effect, around 0.5 as ''medium'' effect and greater than 0.8 as a ''large'' effect (Cohen 1988 ). White et al. built a classifier to detect user expertise based on a superset of the features shown in Table 4 .
What users search for
In order to understand what users are looking for, we investigate popular terms and queries issued. Also, we use MetaMap to map queries to the MeSH hierarchy, finding the high level topics associated with the user queries.
Terms and queries
We depict the most popular queries, terms (here excluding the stop words), and abbreviations used in all logs, as well as their frequency among the queries in Table 5 . As expected, AOL-NotMedical contains navigational queries and diverse terms related to entertainment. Similarly, some of the most popular queries in AOL-Medical are navigational, with the website 'webmd.com' appearing twice in the top 10 queries, and the Mayo Clinic also a common query. Both of these navigational queries also appear in the HON search log. The analysis of AOL-Medical terms shows common medicine-related concepts, with people searching for information about different cancer types in more than 3 % of the cases. Most of the top queries in the TRIP log are related to disease. In TRIP logs, we found 'area:' in 3 % of the queries, 'title:' in 2.2 %, 'to:' in 1.5 % and 'from:' in 1.8 %, in total these keywords were used in 6.7 % of the queries, however, we do not show these terms in Table 5 , as they do not reveal what the users search, but how they search. These patterns were not found in the other datasets. The use of more advanced terms is also found in PubMed logs (Herskovic et al. 2007 ), we hypothesise that some users might just copy and paste their queries from PubMed into the TRIP search engine, resulting in queries such as 'palliative care (area:oncology)', indicating that the user wants material about palliative care specifically for the area of oncology. 'Title' is used in PubMed for performing a search only in the title of the indexed articles, while 'from:' and 'to:' specify periods of time in which a document was published.
The topmost query in the HON log and its top 3 terms are 'trustworthy health sites'. It shows that many of the queries are from users that do not know which are the medical websites that they can trust, and also demonstrates a misunderstanding by the end users of the nature of the content indexed by the HON search engine (only HONcode-certified websites are indexed).
For the GoldMiner queries and terms, we clearly see the increase in the terminological specificity of the most popular keywords used.
Mapping to MeSH
MeSH is a hierarchical vocabulary used by US National Library of Medicine for indexing journal articles in the life sciences field. A query log analysis using MeSH was also carried out by Herskovic et al. (2007) most popular topics searched by the users. We use the same weighting schema used in Herskovic's work: if n categories are detected in one query, we give the weight of 1 / n to these categories. General statistics calculated for the mapping of user queries to MeSH terms are shown in Table 6 . Here, we are testing MetaMap for the annotation of non-medical queries as well, which to the best of our knowledge was never studied.
An interesting result is the fact that around 50 % of AOL-NotMedical queries were successfully mapped to a MeSH concept. To investigate this, we collected a large random sample of mapped queries and analysed them. We found that MetaMap is able to find many concepts not directly linked to medicine, such as geographic locations, animals and plants, food and objects. For example, 'www' (L01.224.230.110.500), used in 10 % of all AOL queries, is recognised and annotated as Manufactured Object. Also, locations are usually very commonly found and help to explain the high mean MeSH depth found for this dataset, second row in column AOL-NM (California is mapped to both Z01. 107.567.875.760.200 and Z01.107.567.875.580.200) . It is important to have this in mind when building systems like in Yan et al. (2011) , in which the MeSH depth is used to model document scope and cohesion. When looking at false positive mappings, especially the ones mapping to diseases and symptoms, we detected that MetaMap's errors fall into two main categories: (1) English common words: tattoo (tattoo disorder), pokemon (ZBTB7A gene), and (2) abbreviations: park (Parkinson disease), dvd (Dissociated Vertical Deviation). For both types of errors, MetaMap or a system using it, would have to use the context (words around the mapping) to detect that Pokemon is used as a cartoon or a game, and not as a gene name. Specifically for the second case, it would be desirable if MetaMap could allow the use of a pre-defined list of acronyms to increase its precision. In the current implementation, MetaMap has a parameter for user defined acronyms (-UDA), but it is just used to expand more acronyms instead of overwriting its pre-defined ones. Also for AOL-NL, the third and fourth rows indicate the suitability of using mappings to MeSH for distinguishing between medical and non-medical queries. Queries from the medical logs have a larger number of MeSH terms and disease terms than AOL-NM. If the errors analysed above could be amended using the query context or session, for example, then a mapping to MeSH could be helpful to detect queries or sessions on medical information.
Going further, we present in Fig. 6 the most popular categories for the first level of the MeSH hierarchy. We also show the results obtained by Herskovic et al. (2007) for PubMed, in order to compare our findings. We show only the categories that have more than 5 % of the queries containing MeSH terms mapped to it. When Herskovic and colleagues did this experiment, they found that PubMed users were more interested in the category Chemical and Drugs. In general, the distributions over the categories for the AOL-Medical, HON and TRIP search logs are similar. However, differently from PubMed, we found that the users are generally most interested in Diseases, and then Chemicals and Drugs. The results for GoldMiner show another trend for the second most popular category, focused on anatomy rather than on drugs, likely because radiologists often have to append to their query the part of the body that they are interested in. In its actual version, GoldMiner has a filter for age, sex and modality (e.g., CT, X-ray), but it has no filter for body parts. This analysis suggests that it could be interesting to add a filter for body regions as well.
Last, the four classes to the right of Fig. 6 partly explain the high percentage of AOLNotMedical terms mapped to MeSH terms. Also, the high percentage of these least medical categories, together with low percentage of relevant medical categories, the four classes to the left of Fig. 6 , can be used as a discriminative feature to distinguish between medical and non-medical logs.
Analysing sessions
From now on, we consider user sessions instead of separate queries. Once more, we study first the user behaviour, then the content of each session.
Session characteristics
A series of queries, part of an information seeking activity, is defined as a session. We consider that, after issuing the first query, a user may act in four different ways: (1) repeat exactly the same query, (2) repeat the query adding one or more terms to increase precision, (3) reduce the number of terms to increase recall, or (4) reformulate the query changing some or all the terms used. We ignore the first case because we cannot be sure if a user is really repeating the same query or just changing the result page, as some search engines record the same query as a result of a page change. Table 7 depicts the changes made by users during the sessions. If during one single session a user adds a term to the previous query and then changes a few words, we count one action in the row Exp.Ref (for expansion and reformulation -the order is not important). At the end, we divide the number of actions of each row by the total actions in the query log. Hence, Table 7 shows that the most frequent user action is the reformulation alone but it is more likely to happen in search engines targeting laypeople, e.g., 84 % of the sessions in the AOL-Health logs and 63 % of HON had only reformulations. The last row of Table 7 shows that expert users might be more persistent than laypeople, as more than 10 % of the sessions in the professional search engines are composed of every type of action, while in laypeople logs this number is less than a third of this. In the literature, also hypothesise that expert users are more persistent than laypeople.
To better understand the last row of Table 7 , we plot the two graphs in Fig. 7 . The first graph is the cumulative distribution of session length, showing that TRIP has clearly longer sessions, with 20 % of the sessions being longer than five queries. The second graph shows the last row of Table 7 distributed over different session length. In this graph we can see how TRIP and GoldMiner users tend to perform more actions even for short sessions, as 20 % of sessions of length 4 have already done all 3 actions. We also studied the user behaviour when the query repetition is allowed and we found a very similar situation.
What are the sessions about?
In this section, we attribute meaning to the users' queries in order to better understand their behaviour in a medical search context. We decide to use the same classes defined in Cartright et al. (2011) : symptom, cause and remedy, so that a direct comparison can be performed. A difference of their method and ours is that we classify the queries into the semantic types using MetaMap, as done in Jadhav et al. (2014) , Névéol et al. (2011 ), Palotti et al. (2014a , instead of handmade rules.
In Fig. 8 , we show all concepts that have a frequency of at least 5 % in any query log. Additionally, we show the type 'Sign and Symptom' because it is an important concept in our further analysis. We show only these 10 semantic types for a matter of readability, as currently MetaMap recognises 133 semantic types and it is not possible to visualise them all.
11 The single most common type in all the medical logs is 'Disease and Syndrome'. As we expect, the top types in AOL-NotMedical are not really related to the medical domain, and the second most common semantic type for GoldMiner is related to parts of the body, as one might expect for radiology queries. After a meticulous analysis of the semantic meaning assigned for the queries and the experiments described in Sect. 4.2, we defined the following classification based on the three classes created in Cartright et al. (2011) (some examples of queries classified for each type are given for a better understanding):
• Symptom: Sign or Symptom (cough; sore; headache; red eyes), Findings (stress; testicular cyst) • Cause: Anatomical Abnormality (hiatial hernia), Cell or Molecular Dysfunction (macrocytos), Congenital Abnormality (scoliosis), Disease or Syndrome (diabetes; We analyse the most popular semantic types found in the queries and show them in Table 8 , together with a direct comparison to Cartright et al. (2011) . The largest difference between all four medical logs analysed in this paper and the Cartright et al. results is in the symptom category. For the latter, 63.8 % of the sessions are focused on symptoms, while between 5.5 and 9.1 % are focused on symptoms in our analysis. The main reason for Cartright's result is linked to the way in which they created their dataset: keeping only sessions that had at least one query containing a term in a wordlist extracted from a list of symptoms from the Merck medical dictionary. Their preprocessing step therefore explains Fig. 8 The top most frequently used semantic types (frequency in percentage). Many of the most used types are aggregated to study the user focus described in Table 8 (Color figure online) the fact that most of the sessions were concentrated only on searching for symptoms. Conversely, our analysis reveals that the most common user focus is on causes rather than on symptoms. Also, the second most common focus is on a way to cure a disease. It is important to note that Cartright et al. logs date from 2009, it means they are 3 years younger than AOL, but roughly 3 years older than HON, also suggesting that large divergence found is due to the preprocessing steps and not to an evolution on how the users search. Once more, GoldMiner presents a different behaviour, we hypothesise that the low number of sessions on remedies is explained by the fact that radiologists are not interested in remedies when searching for images as they are rather in the diagnosis phase. It is interesting to note that searching for causes and remedies in the same session is a very frequent task for medical professionals in the TRIP logs, with 16 % of the sessions searching for both remedies and causes.
In Table 9 , we show the behaviour modifications along a session. One oscillation is characterised by a transition from one focus type to another and then back to the original type. Originally, this study was made to support the hypothetico-deductive searching process in which a user cyclically searches for a symptom, then a cause and then returns to symptom (Cartright et al. 2011) . The symptom-cause pattern was also found in our experiments, but with a more balanced distribution in relation to the other patterns. Again, the large number of behaviours involving symptoms found in Cartright et al. (2011) is likely an artefact of how the dataset was constructed. We see that the cause-remedy pattern plays a very important role, especially in the TRIP log, in which this is the most common pattern. Finally, the least frequent pattern found in all four datasets is the symptom-remedy one. The study of the behaviour modification was used in Cartright et al. (2011) to build a classifier to predict what is the next user action, allowing a search system to support medical searchers by pre-fetching results of possible interest or suggesting useful search strategies.
User classification
We have seen in Sects. 5 and 6 that experts and laypeople use different search strategies. In this section, we take advantage of these differences to build an automatic classifier that can assist search systems, exploring the user domain knowledge.
The expertise inference can be directly applied by a search engine to tailor the results shown, e.g., boosting easy to read documents for laypeople (Walsh and Volsko 2008;  Palotti et al. 2015; Collins-Thompson et al. 2011) , or search aids, such as query suggestions to match the searcher expertise. Also, the search strategies employed by experts could be used to support non-experts in learning more about domain resources and vocabulary ).
In order to take advantage of the user domain expertise, it is necessary to be able to identify whether a user is an expert or not. We employed a Random Forest classifier.
12 to solve this binary classification problem, since it is a well-known machine learning technique and has shown to be suitable for this task before (Cole et al. 2013; Palotti et al. 2014a) .
The classifier relies upon a set of features to take its decision between the two modelled classes: expert or layperson. We list 14 features proposed in this work in Table 10 , and group them into two sets: (1) user behaviour features, and (2) medicine-related features. The first set is made from the analysis of Sects. 5.1 and 6.1, while the second one covers Sects. 5.2 and 6.2.
To form our dataset, we merged the users from AOL-Medical and HON logs into the laypeople class, and the users from TRIP and GoldMiner logs into the expert class. As noted in Sect. 5.1, the number of users from TRIP logs is considerably larger than the other logs, therefore we repeat the sampling made to generate Table 4 , and 94,812 users are created for the layperson class and 90,090 for the expert one.
We performed a 10-fold cross-validation experiment and present the results in Table 11 . We employed as the baseline a simple classifier that always outputs the positive class, which could reach an F 1 of 67.8 %. The next two rows of Table 11 show the classification Two groups were created using the features discussed in the previous sections of this work: Experts and Laypeople performance when using only a single group of features. Clearly for our experiments, the user behaviour features were more important than the medical ones: while the medical features marginally improved the F 1 score for each class, the user behaviour features could reach an improvement of 14 % over the baseline for detecting experts. The last row of Table 11 shows the performance of the classifier using all features. We highlight an improvement of more than 20 % over the baseline for both classes. The Random Forest classifier also allows us to compute the Gini importance score for each feature. This value (from 0.0 to 1.0) is higher when the feature is more important, indicating how often a particular feature was selected for a split in a random forest, and how large its overall discriminative value was for the classification problem under study. We show in Fig. 9 all the features according to the Gini importance score. Befitting the Fig. 9 Feature importance according to the Gini importance score generated by the Random Forest classifier. The error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean value for each feature (Color figure online) results of Table 11 , the most important features were predominantly user behaviour features.
Discussion
We presented the analysis of four different query logs divided into five datasets. We discuss each of the initial research questions in the next subsections, with the coverage of the third research question (relation to previously published results), covered in each subsection.
MetaMap and short queries
This study relies on the accuracy of MetaMap to enable the intent of the searchers to be identified. As MetaMap was designed for annotation of documents and not queries, we did an evaluation of its performance for short queries. Using an existing dataset of 10,000 manually annotated queries (Névéol et al. 2011 
How is search conducted for medical content?
This section covers the behaviour of the users when searching for medical information. Analyses were done both at the level of individual queries and of sessions. It was found that the mean terms per query and mean chars per query were higher for experts than for laypeople with a small effect (measured by Cohen's d value) . This supports the small effect also detected for these characteristics by . Moving toward sessions, we found also longer sessions in both terms of mean queries per session and mean time spent per session, with a small effect, as detected in White's work. Although White et al. studied search logs from a general purpose commercial search engine, for which assumptions had to be made about the behaviour of users in order to detect experts and laypeople, we were able to find very similar effect size, including the same importance ranking for the four characteristics measured. These small effects were sufficient to successfully train a classifier to predict expert and layperson classes in and also in this paper. When analysing the user behaviour in terms of sessions, we conclude that experts are more persistent than laypeople, as more than 10 % of the sessions in the professional search engines were composed of all possible query modification actions (expansion, reduction, reformulation). This was also found in White's work, where they noted that sessions conducted by domain experts were generally longer than non-expert sessions and that domain experts consistently visited more pages in a session. Alternatively, longer sessions could mean that experts are struggling to find relevant information. It supports the current efforts of the information retrieval community to help experts finding scientific material to improve their clinical decisions (Roberts et al. 2014) . It would be interesting to study if the increase of expertise of laypeople can change their user behaviour over time as suggested by Wildemuth (2004) , but this will likely require years of search engine logs.
What are the users searching for?
The investigation of what the users search for led us to conclusions that are significantly different from results published in the literature. In both of our analyses, the one based on the MeSH hierarchy and the one based on semantic types, we observed that users are more concerned with diseases rather than symptoms, converse to what (Cartright et al. 2011) found. This difference is large: Cartright et al. found that searches for symptoms occur in 63.8 % of the sessions, while our results showed that symptoms were only in 5.5-9.1 % of sessions, depending on the search engine. In our analysis, the cause category appeared most often, in 20.9-58.2 % of the sessions, depending on the search engine. This large difference is likely due to the fact that Cartright et al. had to make assumptions about the characteristics of a medical query in order to extract medical queries from the logs of a general purpose search engine, whereas we used search logs from domain-specific medical search engines in three of the four cases. This allowed us to make the very strong assumption that users will always enter medical queries into these search engines. Understanding what users are searching for is an essential step towards providing more relevant search results.
We also identified patterns supporting the hypothetico-deductive searching processes, especially for the cause-remedy component, in which both laypeople and experts cycle through searching for causes and remedies in sessions so as to discover potential treatments for a disease. Finally, we found that TRIP users, mainly users falling into our expert class, use the hypothetico-deductive method very often, in more than 60 % of their sessions, versus \25 % for AOL and HON. This supports the hypothesis that experts have much more complex information needs, which are not well addressed by the current search systems (Roberts et al. 2014 ).
An interesting kind of search in the medical domain is the one for self-diagnosis purposes (Fox 2011), which often arises before consulting a medical professional (or to help the decision to consult). Previous research has shown that exposing people with no or scarce medical knowledge to complex medical language may lead to erroneous selfdiagnosis and self-treatment and that access to medical information on the Web can lead to the escalation of concerns about common symptoms (e.g., cyberchondria) (White and Horvitz 2009) . Also current commercial search engines are far from being effective in answering such queries , presenting on average only three highly relevant results in the top 10 results. In the same manner that experts can assist non-experts in detecting credible content on the Web (Schwarz and Morris 2011), a search system capable of inferring user expertise can learn about the decisions taken by experts to better support non-experts. In the case of self-diagnosis, the symptom-cause cycle in the expert search logs can be explored to provide query suggestions for non-experts.
After consulting a medical professional, non-experts often query about a disease or about a treatment that was recommended to them (Fox 2011) . When literally copying-andpasting the complex terms into a search box, they are presented with documents that are potentially as complex as their queries (Goeuriot et al. 2014) . Inferring user medical knowledge can help matching non-experts with the suitable documents for them even for complex queries, significantly diminishing harmful situations and misunderstandings.
What are the most useful features to infer user expertise?
We grouped the features collected in this work into two distinct sets: user behaviour features and medicine-related features. Judging by the experimental results, the user behaviour features are indispensable; and, while the medicine-related features alone were not very effective, they showed to provide large gains in all metrics, when combined with the user behaviour ones.
When analysing the features through the Gini importance coefficient, the average MeSH depth was considered the best medical feature by the classifier, a feature that was also highly ranked in Palotti et al. (2014a) . For the user behaviour features, the main four metrics analysed here were also important in , while features based on query modification in a session seemed not to be well used by the classifier.
Conclusion
In this paper, we conducted a detailed study of medical information search behaviour through query logs. We studied how users search for medical documents, as well as what they search for. Results were compared to those in published studies analysing search logs in the medical domain. Almost all recent studies about the behaviour of searchers looking for medical information have been based on the search logs of a large commercial general purpose search engine. This paper performs the important task of reproducing these studies as far as possible on search logs from other search engines to find out to what extent these results can be supported or not. An important difference with this study compared to published studies is the use, in three of the four cases, of domain-specific medical search engines targeted at either experts or laypeople, meaning that we have very strong priors about who is using the search engines and what they are searching for. This avoids assumptions that have to be made in order to extract medical queries or extract expert or laypeople queries from the search log of a general purpose search engine.
Our results support those published in the literature for the following outcomes: (1) It is possible to distinguish between medical experts and laypeople based on search behaviour characteristics; (2) experts issue more queries and modify their queries more often, meaning that they can be either more persistent than laypeople or that their information need is more complex and more difficult to reach.
A large difference with respect to what is published in the literature was found for what the users are searching for. Our analysis showed that diseases were the focus of the largest number of sessions (20.9-58.2 %), as opposed to symptoms (63.8 % in Cartright et al. 2011) . We suggest that this difference is mainly due to the criteria used to extract medical queries from the search logs of a general purpose search engine, which skewed the results toward symptoms. This result suggests that the occurrence of Cyberchondria (White and Horvitz 2009 ) is less prevalent, especially on domain-specific medical search engines. A further result from this study that is potentially useful for search systems is the study of features for distinguishing experts and laypeople, showing that although the behavioural features were the most discriminative ones, the combination of behavioural features with medicine-related features reached the best results.
One of the limitations of this study is the lack of clickthrough information, which would have allowed us to perform a more detailed analysis of search behaviour. A further limitation is that MetaMap can only annotate English text. Laypeople in particular prefer to query in their own language, as is clear from the high number of non-English queries that were removed from the HON search logs for this study. There is certainly a vast amount of work to be done for supporting such a query analysis for languages other than English, in particular due to the lack of such detailed language resources for many languages. MeSH on the other hand exists for many languages and mapping tools do exist. Still, detecting language of very short queries is not easy to do, so a multilingual scenario has many additional challenges.
The results of our analysis can be used to better understand the users through building detailed user profiles based on user behaviour in order to provide users with documents and query suggestions suited to their level of expertise. We can also identify new features for improving a search engine, such as the suggestions arising from this analysis to add a filter or facets for body regions to the GoldMiner search engine.
By using logfiles of several domain-specific medical search engines, this paper explores complementary information to most analyses of medical log files that either use general search engine logs or PubMed logfiles. This allows us to obtain information on user groups in a different way compared to general search engines where assumptions have to be made that can influence the analysis of the group behaviour.
